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Dear donors,

BeLive 2009 proudly presents the Wayuu Project.

We want to share with you the wonderful Wayuu indigenous 
culture, whose crafts and arts are the inspiration for this year’s event.
The Wayuu susu mochilas are a piece of art themselves. Their weaving  
technique, the meaning of the patterns and symbols they use as well as 
their colors, make every mochila a unique and wonderful work.

We mused it would be interesting to fuse the ancestral Wayuu tradition 
with the latest trends of contemporary fashion. This dream came to life 
thanks to the vision and dedication of Mrs. Lauren Santo Domingo,
who became the number one advocate for our project moving it to the 
highest level by engaging a wonderful group of international fashion 
designers and labels. Their magnificent talent and vision molded one 
of a kind pieces that now we are proud to share with our friends.

We want to express our deepest gratitude to Mrs. Lauren Santo 
Domingo and with her to all those who collaborated to make the Wayuu 
Project such a beautiful reality.

Enjoy





The Wayuu is an ethnic group that inhabits the arid La Guajira ajira 
Peninsula straddling the Venezuela-Colombia border, on the Caribbean 
Sea coast. They share both countries’ territories without concern about t 
frontiers or limits.
The Wayuu are people from the dessert, children of the sun and wind wind 
who have survived for centuries in this dry and inhospitable region.egion.
The most recent studies suggest there are around 400,000 Wayuu uuuuWa
people.
One of their most traditional activities is weaving; an art that is part is pn
of their cultural identity and was inherited from their ancestors. For ors. FFor y and e
the Wayuu people, knowing how to weave is a symbol of creativity,tirecr ivity,knowing ho mb
intelligence and wisdom, a practice that is passed on from one genera-ha ono genera-a d on from 
tion to the next. Through their art of weaving they share their culture,of wea the re culture,ugh their share
their origins, their migrations, and their history.egrations,

A mochila is a hand woven bag (usually) made by women of the omade by women of the hand woven bag 
various indigenous tribes across Latin America. In modern usage,rnnmericros Latinn AAmous s L ica In mtribes across Latin America. In modern usa
they are used as handbags, but traditionally they served as more of a ‘haha rags, but traditionally they served as more of a ‘
daypack’ for travel, often being worn with two bags, one hanging over vel, n being worn with two bags, one hanging over 
each shoulder, to carry items across long distances.car aitems across long distance
The Wayuu use the mochila to carry heavy items around, in their dailyd, in th ilyhe , iirca roouchila to carry heavy items around, in their daily 
life. They call the mochila “susu” which literally translates to “that e w ns ates hal twwhicchh liiterraalllyhila “susu” which literally translates to “that 
which walks with you”. These products do not only have a functional th you ucts y ve a fue a nonThes
value but are a symbolical representation of the Wayuu cosmological sym ntat Wa uu co igigal reep
vision that encompasses phenomena of nature and society.nd so ietyenomnom ociet
All bags are one of a kind item with the unique vision of the women vm w isio he 
that produced it.

The Wayuu Community



Auction Rules

Before the Auction
•All bidders must register upon entry with our auction software, where you will be 
assigned a bidder number.as
During the AuctionD
•Silent auction Items will be open for bidding at 7:30 p.m. and will close upon•Silen
announcement at approximately 11:00 pm.announ
•Bidding Sheets for all items in the silent auction will be attached to or fixed near •Biddin
the items he mshe item
•In order to bid the personal bidding number must be written legibly on the blank line nn o drde
available on the bidding sheet next to the minimum increments specified.ncilalablea
After the Auction r the A
•After closing, bidders must pick up auction items the night of the auction.the nigher clo•Af

If items are not picked up the night of the event they will be shipped to winner.k vent they wilemss aa•If it
hipping charges will be applied to the final price of the item.l be the chahaShippin

•All Sales are final. NO returns, no refunds, discounts.al. NO ret tse ffin•All Sale
•BeLive auction committee has made every attempt to describe the items and services mmi pt to descn cco•BeLive au
orrectly, but everything is auctioned “as is” without warranty of any kind, implied hout warrcorrectly, but everything i

or otherwise for any specific purpose. By his or her purchase, the purchaser waives any purchaseoott ficc ppor otherwise for any specif
claims for liability against BeLive. BeLive, the vendors, sponsors and donors are not  the vendors, sponsors ammss fff BeLLiive. Bclaims for liability against BeL
responsible for any personal injuries or damages to property that may result from the mages to property that me ff dresponsible for any personal inju
utilization of property or services sold.ionutilization of property or service
•Only with authorization of BeLive Director and the BeLive Execute Committee a bid h thi f BeL e DLiv xecaauthorization of BeLive Director and the BeLive Eorization of B
may be nullified.y be nullified.m
•Tax Requirements: All purchases over and above fair market value will have tax ket v•Tax Requirements: All purchases over and above fair
eductibility of the overage amount only. If the purchaser wins the bid on an item ins tdeductibility of the overage amount only. If the purchase
nder the fair market value, there is no tax deductibility for the item. Instead, enjoy is the iunder the fair market value, there is no tax deductibility fhth c

he bargain you received under the fair market value or retail price. These regulations he fair cee b pricethe bargain you received under the fair market value or retaga aved
are set forth as part of our understanding of the requirements of the IRS for not for a tsartarre se s h as pare set forth as part of our understanding of the requireaprtrt fofg gur ur
profit status but is not to be taken as a binding opinion or recommendation.to recoms nofifit nion s but is sanenk
•BeLive 2009 reserves the right to handle as they see fit all matters concerning the rves the ll maeLLi see fy see 09 rese9 res
auction and it’s accounting. Any concerns regarding the auction should be discussed nti iion ing thgt’s acc
with BeLive organizing committee. The resolution of all matters shall be up to their gore ove BeLeLLiiv on ofrganiz
respective judgment. BeLive, sponsors, and their agents and staff acting in their heir d theent. . Beju
official capacity assume no responsibility for the condition or truthfulness of fact c for thy forysumme npapa
regarding any item.gar g an
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Led by Mrs. Lauren Santo Domingo
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Give to Colombia
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